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You are experienced in avoiding polearms and long-dark creatures. Premise (s): Dex 15 Advantage: You get a bonus of 2 pounds to dodge in the armor class against attack opportunities by opponents who are not near you. Special offer: This feat is considered a Dodge for qualification purposes for mobility and spring attack exploits. I want to make a Level 5 human fighter who
uses to reach the weapon. I have 6 feats to take. I think I'll take: Weapon Focus Weapons Specialization Combat Reflex Examination and Improvement Trip Three Issues. 1) Is it a sound? 2) Am I missing something? 3) What else should I take? log in or sign up to remove this ad Hold Line (S'F) Improved Disarmament Keep line allows AOO vs. Charging Creatures right? If you
have weapons of reach you get one anyway right? What am I missing? Combat reflexes are great for reaching the weapon because it allows you to make AOO when you're flat feet. Which you often do when people are close.... Other than that you can think of a spring attack it will allow you to move 5 feet back (which you'll do a lot) attack and then move the rest of your move, so if
they close again you'll get aOO. Last edited: March 8, 2002 Keep line allows AOO vs. charging creatures right? If you have weapons of reach you get one anyway right? What am I missing? entangled with great and in charge.... What about Dodge Mobility Spring Attack Combat Reflexes Weapons Focus Weapons Specialization NJ!!!! Fast pull!! especially if you have one-handed
weapons to use... so you can pop it out (hmm bad visual... anyway) and attack someone if they get to close, or use it to sunder someone else's weapons reach. and you can still keep your weapons of reach in your hand... If you need to you can drop the weapon that you just drew and use your reach arms two hands again (then draw another handed weapon ...) Spring attack, and
combined with boots steps and spring. Drive greatsword wielding guys Batty. Spring Attack Combat Reflexes This will be the first two on my list for characters who rely on reaching the weapon. Imagine a battle between two fighters, one armed with a great sword and the other with a long sword; this should make it obvious what advantage a spring attack has. Dealing with it a bit;
long-tempered character, in many situations, will be able to attack twice as often as the great master. In a one-on-one fight, the reach of the weapon can be a significant advantage. Combat reflexes are also useful for characters with weapons coverage in a way that they never will for fighters using conventional melee weapons. Spring attack is expensive, of course; you need
Dodge and Mobility in order to qualify for it. All the rest of the sauce, and tune in to the contents of your heart. Combat ReflexEs Examination Improved Disarmament WF (Reach Weapon of Choice, Ranseur Likely) Monkey Grip Grip Grip weapons of choice, again, Ranseur) Other feat of your choice. Use a large shield, giving you 2 euros (in addition to any benefit from magic).
This allows you to keep a decent air conditioner, and make achieve attacks. If you go along the Disarmament route and you have a lot of enemies who want to close with you in one round, you can disarm (or try to disarm) the 1'Dex bonus. Then they either stand there and take your beating, stop and draw new weapons, or bend over and pick up your old weapon (giving you
another attack capability). And if you want, you just move back, up a double move, and make your opponent close again (if that's an option). I hesitate to offer the Imp Trip feat, since it still includes the likelihood that you will be tripped if you are not in your attempt. Imp Disarm prevents this directly on disarming attempts. Sunder prevents this on-impact weapons attempts, although
it's standard action, and useless for the AoO-capitalization style fighter you seem to be building. Another option in the exploits: Ambidexterity TWF WF (weapon of choice) MG (weapon of choice) shield expert combat reflexes. With this route, you can make your disarmament attempts, and, when using Spiked Shield, make a normal, albiet 1d6/x2 crit, at 5 feet range. In addition, if
you don't use Reach weapons, you won't be penalized for two gun fights, and Ambidexterity allows you to set your off hand every round, which in turn allows you to install your studded shield to your primary hand. In addition to all this, you still retain the AC bonus from the shield, thanks to Shield Expert. Later, you can build to a vortex attack feat tree, and can maintain a threat at
10 feet range, while whirldwinding at 5 feet range with shield spikes. Of course, it will cost you 5 more feats, and require 13 in Dex (but you already have 16 to get Ambidexterity) and 13 Int to take off. Alternatively, you can go with power attack, Cleve, and Great Cleft, and be a vicious fighting machine in the midst of a sea of weak enemies (threatening 10ft and 5ft ranges, with
decen't damage). I'll be the second Wolf72 offer to Kwickdrau! The ability to draw defensive weapons when they close right up to you is invaluable. There will be times when you can't step back or sideways in order to bring Reach Weapons into the game (and you know that your DM will include them - or your computers will try to produce a situation). Plus, the fighter allows the
fighter to use the throwing weapon as a opener and then prepare to advance the enemy. Take the PsiWarrior level to stop. Otherwise it will depend on the weapon reach (spike chain, glaiv, etc.). If you're going to focus on reaching the top 2 weapons Feat wise are combat reflexes and quick draw. If you fight a lot of pretty low power opponents, then Power Attack, Cleave, and
Great Cleave will work well too, too, They may provide even more attacks on a large number of creatures as they pass through your reach. I really like the idea of spring attack and combat reflexes, so that means I'll take: Dodge Mobility Spring Attack Fighting Reflexes Now that leaves two more. THese Seem like Options: Examination-Advanced Disarmament Examination-
Advanced Ride Fast Draw Monkey Grip Weapon Focus-Weapon Specialization I'm going to exclude Clive Tree and SHield Experts. I don't think they match what I'm going to. I have to say one thing though. This is for the opponet and the battle will be fought in plenty of space to move round. Does this make a quick draw less valuable? A quick draw is very useful - but The
Weapon Focus/Specialization is better. You can use Heward's Handy Haversack instead, or wait for Level 6. Power Attack and Sunder are very good, too. In my opinion, an improved trip sucks. You have to beat them on a str roll, so even with very high power you can often lose. Go for Fast Draw and An Improved Initiative. Since it's a villain, you can also consider the quikdrau
and the Iron Will. Make them a little more resiliant to keep a man and such. I found the knockdown to be an effective feat with the reach of the weapon. I play a strong 3/3 fighter/cleric. Can help increase strength with the strength of the bull spell. Then, every time your enemies enter your reach, you have a chance to get an AoO and knock them down. When attacked, you can
attack them while they are still lying on the ground. Take it back, and in the next round it will start all over again. I'm the second vote for Knockdown. In my opinion, an improved trip sucks. You have to beat them on a str roll, so even with very high power you can often lose. I couldn't agree more. One of my players was his fighter specializing in stumbling opponents. Every time he
tried to trip over him, often ending up tripping! The only time he really left without a hitch was when he used it on a bugbear monk already stunned for a round of reach worked wonders, but gh,travel mechanics need the job of Page 2 Um... Where would you draw to reach the weapons out?? I don't think a quick draw would be helpful for the Great Spear or Ranseur. I don't think this
weapon comes with shells. I tend to think that if you have an 8-foot weapon, you'll probably be wearing it in your hand already if you put it down. Where else would you put it, except for the magical space??? I highly recommend taking combat reflexes with any weapon reach. Log in or sign up to remove this Fast Draw ad coming into play when you have to give up your weapons to
reach for any reason. Whay book knockdown in? I am could agree more. One of my players was his fighter specializing in stumbling opponents. Every time he tried to trip over him, often ending up tripping! Teh Teh the time he really left without a hitch was a time when he used it on a bugbear monk already stunned for a round of reach worked wonders, but ugh, the mechanics of
the trip need to work Grrrr ............ Should............ Beh....... Slap....... How about Dodge Mobility Spring Attack Combat Reflexes Weapon Focus Weapon Specialization You Can't Get Spring Attack and Specialty Weapons as a Level 5 Fighter. Spring attack requires a No.4 BAB (which means it must be a feat taken at level 4) and the Spec weapon requires a level 4 character. So it's
one or the other. Of course, he could just take it to the next level. That's the beauty of a knockdown. You're just beating them down instead of sweeping your feet or something. At least the way we played, there is no counter trip if the trip attack fails. I'm not trying to beat anyone. Its only that I hit them so hard they can stagger to the ground. The coolest event in which it has been
useful so far has been in the fight against hydra. He ran wide of me to attack the fighter, but I was able to hit him with my gun reach and bang him on the ass. Very cool to imagine. Hmm, didn't get the hang of citation down. This last response was regarding the Improved Trip Sucks feeling. I generally agree, and really never do a direct attack trip, but want to point out an up
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